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I belong to a generation of economists that have been learning economic growth and 
international trade trough Grossman and Helpman papers and books for more than twenty 
years. Maybe not more than thirty but definitely more than twenty! 

I am delighted to have the opportunity to make some comments and remarks on a new output 
of one of the most fruitful and long coauthorship of our profession. 

Additionally, this is a paper that we are in desperate need of. I make this observation not as 
researcher, what I used to be in the past and now I have already retired from, but as a 
consumer of economic knowledge. 

The paper applies a quite novel formal structure to international trade. It was quite difficult for 
me to understand the model and develop some intuition respecting it. But as soon as we get 
some understanding of it we start, at least I did, to use it as a lens to look to many phenomena 
around us. In this short comment I will share with professor Grossman and with you some 
views that I think the lens of this model can illuminate. 

The paper builds up a framework that allows us to think on the interaction of international 
trade and income distribution, and, in some sense, functional distribution of income. 

The theory is a variant of the traditional Heckscher-Olin two by two model. There are two 
production factors – managerial effort and labor – and two goods. On the top of an Heckscher-
Olin model they consider heterogeneity of factors. They consider a production function in 
which one manager supervises an endogenous quantity of workers and both, the manager and 
workers, have different levels of productivity. 

Both quality margins interact in such a way that we can have complementarity among the 
quality of workers and the quality of a manager, or we can have substitutability among them. 
As Jan Eeckhouty and Philipp Kircherz’s (2012) paper shows us, it is possible to have a very 
qualified manager leading a huge team of nonqualified workers in a Wallmart store or we can 
have a qualified manager leading a smaller team of very qualified workers in a consulting 
company. In one case we have substitutability among the quality margins and in the other we 
have complementarity. 

Based on microdata for the Brazilian economy and the Sweden economy they consider the 
case of complementability: usually, in traded sector there is positive correlation among cross 
sector manager and worker remuneration. There is positive assortative matching (PAM). 

Given an endowment of workers and managers along with a distribution of qualities for each 
occupation, and given a relative price for the two final goods, it is possible to derive a 
production equilibrium. The equilibrium is given by a set of quality of managers and workers, 
and, the quantity of managerial and labor effort corresponding to the quality sets, assigned to 
one sector, and the complementary quality set assigned to the other sector. Completing the 
equilibrium there is a scale of wages for labors and a scale of salary for managers. These scales 
are increasing and continuum in quality. In particular, given that workers and managers can 
move from one sector to the other sector the wages and salaries profile is continuum when we 
change from the set of quality assigned to one sector to the set of quality assigned to the other 
sector. 

Given that, in equilibrium, this model produces a wage and a salary profile we can talk about 
income inequality and it is possible to do comparative statics on income inequality. The final 
part of the paper is a long and complex derivation of Stolper-Samuelson’s theorem for this 
production equilibrium. Evidently I have missed a section with the derivation of Rybczynski 



theorem. What happens to the equilibrium when de endowment of labor or managerial effort 
changes? 

But the question in the paper is really Stolper-Samuelson’s: what is the impact on the 
equilibrium of a change in the relative price of the final goods? The most novel feature of the 
model is the characterization of the impact of an alteration in the relative price – which 
happens after opening the economy for international trade, for instance – on the wage and 
salary profiles. 

A typical pattern is the increase on income inequality for workers and a decrease on inequality 
for managers and vice versa. Additionally, the increase or decrease on inequality has a 
between sector and a within sector component. However, it seems to me that the most 
interesting application was on between occupation and within occupations changes on 
inequality. 

Armed with this model we have a nice lens to look at the increase (or not) on inequality as a 
global phenomenon. Probably, the most interesting use for the Eeckhout-Grosmann-
Helpmann-Kircher model is to understand the pattern and the dynamics of income distribution 
in the global economy in the last 40 years. 

The stylized fact that we have is that, income inequality within countries have increased, 
including the rich economies and the poorer economies, especially in Asia, China included, but 
income inequality in the world has decreased. 

That means that if we consider the US and China as two independent economies, inequality in 
the last decades has been increasing. However, if we consider the economy that results from 
the union of both societies inequality has been declining. 

Additionally, we know that the increase on inequality for the US in the last three or four 
decades was due to an increase on managerial inequality, at the very top of income 
distribution. With respect to workers, probably there was a reduction on inequality in the US. 
Conversely, it is likely that the increase on inequality in China is mainly due to an increase on 
worker inequality, and maybe, manager pay inequality has been declining in China in the last 
decades, probably due to an increase in the lower quality manager pay. It is known that a 
sizable portion of the huge increase on inequality in China that has taken place especially in 
the last twenty years is due to an increase on the return on education. Maybe, education 
inequality is more related to worker inequality than managerial inequality. 

Probably that model can shed light on another important long-run change on a key economic 
statistics for American economy. It is well documented that in the last two and a half decades 
the labor share of income (or labor participation on income) has been declining steadily, 
against the older view popularized by Kaldor of a long-run stability of the labor share of 
income. 

Evidently, in order to employ the Eeckhout-Grosmann-Helpmann-Kircher model to this issue it 
is necessary to consider an augmented version of the model that includes physical capital on 
the top of the two kinds of labor occupations, worker and manager. 

A very careful recent description of the reasons behind the reduction of labor share of income, 
the paper that recently appeared in the Brookings Paper written by Elsby, Hobijn and Sahin, 
fall 2013, showed that globalization is a key factor behind this process: “Finally, our analysis 
identifies offshoring of the labor-intensive component of the U.S. supply chain as a leading 
potential explanation of the decline in the U.S. labor share over the past 25 years.” 

Based on this stylized fact we can think of an extension of the model in which globalization is 
not only international trade but additionally, globalization is the possibility that a manager in 
country A supervises workers in countries A and B and, reversely, a manager in country B 



supervises works in countries B and A. If economy’s A endowment of managers is much higher 
than economy’s B endowment, as a result of this specific kind of globalization, it is possible 
that the impact on economy’s A manager income distribution and economy’s B wages 
distribution is stronger than the impact with just international trade. And if that is true, it 
means that in that formal structure, international trade is not a perfect substitute for factor 
mobility. 

It seems to me that this route should be a very fruitful one because it can help us understand 
the huge increase on CEO pay that has taken place, especially in the US, in the last decades. 
We know that changing on taxation, particular some tax breaks at the top of the income 
distribution, can do some job explaining this phenomenon, but we far from having a good 
understanding of it. 

Recently, the controversial French economist, Thomas Piketty and his colleges, have raised the 
hypothesis that the huge increase on CEO’s pay in the last decades was due to their capability 
in manipulating the board of shareholders. They have claimed that alteration on social norms 
that now accept high inequality as normal, set the room for such manipulation. The problem 
with this explanation is that CEO’s pay from non-incorporated sector has increased even more. 
It seems to me that we are away from having a reasonable understanding of CEO’s very high 
pay. Maybe and hopefully, this formal structure that we have been exposed to, can help us 
solve this puzzle. 

Those are my comments. I thank the organizers for having given me the privilege to comment 
on professor Grossman talk. Thank you very much! 
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